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Chokdee discovery extends
Kingsgate’s golden Thai road

A

DRILLING campaign by Kingsgate
Consolidated at regional targets in Thailand
has resulted in a major new gold discovery
known as Chokdee that has the potential to be as
large, if not larger, than the company’s Chatree
Gold Project.
The discovery has been made in the Central Thai
Gold Belt, about 20km north of Chatree.
The company achieved success in the first drill
holes of the regional campaign within granted
Special Prospecting Licences in Thailand. Wide
zones of significant gold mineralization with high
grade sections were intersected from near surface.
Best results from Chokdee are: 36.5 metres @
Chatree is in the Central Thai Gold Belt.
2.9 grams/tonne gold, including 5.8 metres @ 11.7
grams/tonne; 3.2 metres @ 21.5 grams/tonne; and
29 metres @ 2.0 grams/tonne, including 4.4 metres
@ 7.3 grams/tonne.
A large gold-in-soil geochemical anomaly, covering about 30sqkm, surrounds the discovery area.
This is larger than the 23sqkm that covers the existing Chatree mine, which has been producing gold
for seven years.
Chatree has grown from an initial total resource
of 14.5 million tonnes @ 2.6 grams/tonne gold
for 1.2 million ounces of gold in 2000, before the
start of mining, to a total mineral resource of 74.6
million tonnes @ 1.6 grams/tonne for 3.8 million
Two new pits are being constructed at the ounces in 2006, plus cumulative mine depletion
A Pit site at Chatree North.
at that time of 750,000 ounces, for a total resource
plus mine depletion of 4.6 million ounces.
Access issues limited drilling between 2006 and
2008 and, therefore, mining had reduced the stated
resource. However, recent resource development
drilling at the Chatree North leases has demonstrated the resource will increase significantly.
Kingsgate’s managing director Gavin Thomas
says: “Ore-grade results over wide intercepts in this
early drilling stage at Chokdee support the company’s long-held view of a significant new gold belt
in central Thailand.
“Large geochemical gold anomalies with coincident geophysical anomalies like this are the best
A mineralized rockface at Kingsgate’s guide to future open cut gold mining potential.”
Chatree North project.
At Chokdee, in Phitsanulok province, initial drilling is focused on an area of about 2.5km by 0.5km
of silification, phyllic and clay alteration zones
within the larger gold 7km x 7km anomalous zone.
The best drill results are closely associated with
these alteration zones.
Numerous rock chip samples have returned
assay results of up to 108 grams/tonne gold while
banded epithermal veins have been identified with
gold grades of up to 13 grams/tonne. Geophysical
resistivity and chargeability anomalies are closely
associated with these silicified and mineralized
zones, similar to Chatree. Altered zones lie within
volcanogenic sediments and andesitic volcanics.
Other diamond drill results, which cover 400
metres along the same structure, include: 16 metres
@ 2.2 grams/tonne gold, including 2 metres @ 10.8
grams/tonne; 14 metres @ 1.9 grams/tonne, including 5 metres @ 3.4 grams/tonne; 11 metres @ 3.4
grams/tonne, including 1 metre @ 28.3 grams/
tonne; and 1.5 metres @ 18.8 grams/tonne.
During the 2008 financial year at Chatree Kings
gate produced 74,000 ounces @ 1.1 grams/tonne
gold and at a cost of US$457 per ounce, equal to
the global average. The company is in a transition
phase from the old mining areas to new areas in the
Development plans for the Chatree project. Chatree North leases.
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Four new pits are being developed, two at A Pit
and one each at C North and K East, which should
all be producing early in 2009. These will help
the company return to full production, which is
expected in the second quarter of 2009, to deliver
100,000-140,000 ounces for the year to June 2009.
Higher grade of about 2 grams/tonne gold and
higher tonnage will bring reduced costs of about
US$350 per ounce. The production rate is expected
to be between 125,000 and 150,000 ounces per year
and this will bring improved cash flows.
Access to the new areas has been hampered by
wet weather but all approvals are in place and this
process is back on schedule.
Kingsgate’s chairman Ross Smyth-Kirk says:
“After a number of years of negotiations the
Chatree North mining leases were granted in July
and immediately activity was ramped up so as to
commence mining as soon as possible.
“Activity at the mine site is at a high level and
production is ramping up. In the next few months
production will include ore from the high grade
zones in C north that are now accessible since the
highway has been temporarily relocated.
“An aggressive resource definition drill program
is under way on extensions to known mineralization within Chatree North and already a number of
encouraging results have been encountered.
“Initially this is being concentrated to the north
and west of A prospect and various under-drilled
sections of Q. This will have the effect of significantly increasing the resource and reserve status of
Chatree North and give further confidence to plans
for the increase in plant capacity.
“Delays in getting new mining leases have
impacted on the process of finalizing costings for
a processing plant expansion and this, coupled
with the current economic conditions, has made it
prudent to delay the final decision on the expansion
until probably the June quarter in 2009.”
Kingsgate is undertaking a review of the expansion to de-risk the project and examine financing
options. It plans to increase capacity from 2.4 million tonnes/annum to 2.6 million tonnes. During
the expansion process the company also aims to
increase the resource/reserve base and a resource
development drill program is helping achieve this.
High grades have been intersected between the
A and Q pits such as 30 metres @ 5 grams/tonne
gold, including 9 metres @ 10 grams/tonne, and
Kingsgate aims to add 1 million ounces to the
resource in both the 2009 and 2010 financial years.
Ross Smyth-Kirk says: “With the granting of
the Chatree North mining leases and the Chokdee
discovery, Kingsgate is about to embark on a new
and exciting phase of its development.
“It is virtually unique in the realm of gold companies in the world in that it is about to go straight into
strong cash flows from a low base.
“It still has the capacity to more than double
current throughput within the next 18 months, has
no current debt, is unhedged and has an expanding
resource and reserve base.
“With the Australian gold price at near record
levels and such outstanding growth prospects, coupled with depressed market conditions, there is little
doubt that we now have the makings of a significant
diversified major gold production company based
on our Thai gold interests.”
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A plant expansion is being considered by
Kingsgate at Chatree.
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